
Year 3          Spring 2         Topic         Ancient Egypt 

Do the teachings of Ancient Egyptians belong in the past? 
Summary 

Egypt is a country in Northern Africa. Around 7500 BC the Ancient Egyptians began to build homes and farm, settling 

around the River Nile.  From 2600 BC, they built pyramids which people can still see and visit today.  The Ancient Egyptians 

influenced how we live today by teaching us a great deal about farming, medicine and paper! 

• For example, they learned that the best ways to grow crops in the dry land around the Nile River was by using 

different kinds of machines to get water from the river, to their crops.  They understood that parched land meant no 

crops. No crops meant no food or income! 

• In addition, Ancient Egyptians also understood about heartbeats and listening for a healthy pulse.  They knew how the 

body and organs worked because of the process of making mummies.  They also learned about the ways that different 

plants healed different illnesses and injuries, such as aloe vera being good for healing burns: knowledge which is still 

relevant today! 

• Furthermore, Ancient Egyptians also made their own paper from reeds called papyrus – it’s where we get the word 

‘paper’ from! It took a long time to make papyrus, but it was easier than carrying around heavy clay tablets, which is 

what they did before.  

Citizens were ranked in social groups in Ancient Egypt – the pharaoh was at the very top of this list. Nobles and priests were 

in the middle, with farmers and slaves were at the very bottom. However, in 31 BC, like many countries throughout Europe, 

Egypt became part of the ever-growing Roman Empire.  Pharaohs ceased to rule, and Roman generals took their place. 
Key Questions – throughout the topic we are going to look at life in ancient Egypt and answer these in more detail -  

What are mummies?  

A mummy is the body of a person (or an animal) that has been preserved after death. The Egyptians created mummies 

because they believed in life after death. They believed that they had to preserve their bodies, so they could use them in 

the afterlife.  Mummification was very expensive, and Egyptians paid vast amounts of money to have their bodies properly 

preserved. Egyptians who were poor were buried in the sand whilst the rich ones were buried in a tomb. 

Who was Tutankhamun? 

Tutankhamun was a pharaoh, known as ‘The Boy King’. He reigned from about 1337 to 1328 BC. The reason that Tutankhamun 

is so well-known today is that his tomb, containing fabulous treasures, was discovered by a team of British archaeologists in 

1922, nearly 3000 years after his death by British archaeologists Howard Carter and Lord Carnarvon.  Legend has it, that 

there is a curse on the mummy’s tomb. It was reported that an inscription above the entrance to the burial chamber read: 

“Death will come to those who disturb the rest of King Tutankhamun”. Lord Carnarvon died only 7 weeks after the discovery 

of the tomb.  

What are hieroglyphics? 

From as early as 3000 BC, they wrote in pictures called hieroglyphics. Each picture means something so when you see a few 

different kinds of pictures in a row, you know what the writer is trying to say. 

What were the beliefs of ancient Egyptians? 

Many religions only worship one god, whereas the ancient Egyptians worshipped a huge number of gods and goddesses.  Some 

of them looked very much like humans; however, others were part human and part animal.  For example, some of them looked 

like crocodiles, jackals, cats, rams and even falcons. The bodies of these ancient gods were always human, but their heads 

looked like birds and animals.  
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    Map of Africa                  Mummification in action!                 Tutankhamun             Hieroglyphics on a wall 

Key Vocabulary 
pharoah – ruler of ancient Egypt scarab beetle –  a symbol of good luck  mummy – a preserved dead body 

pyramid – triangular building built as a 

tomb 

sarcophagus – a stone coffin  canopic jars – 4 jars used to hold 

mummified remains. Organs were 

removed and preserved separately in 

canopic jars. Each jar was decorated 

with one of the heads of the four sons 

of the god Horus. 

sphinx- an Egyptian statue having the 

body of a lion and the head of a man 

River Nile – long African river, flows 

through Egypt 

tomb – building or room used for burial 

  

hieroglyphics – pictures used to write 
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